
Marushka Graphics in 
Gravit

Mrs ras



Find an image , a 
photograph of 
something in nature.  

Like a flower or a tree 
branch.  Something 
with defined edges 
and a POP of color

Right click> save 
image



Remove the 
background

Then download 



Lets prep and 
get some 
reference 
image

Open a letter 
sized file

Make sure to 
lower your 
dpi



File> open 
and place

Place in your 
image



Scale the image so it 
fills the frame (do not 
warp) 

Right click on layer> 
rasterize



Right 
click> 
duplicate 
layer

Do this 
two times 
to get 
three 
layers



On one layer

Image> adj> 
threshold

This will help us 
make the overall 
shape



On another layer 

Image > adj> posterize



file> export 
as> jpeg



Toggle off the top 
layer to make 
visible the 
underneath layer.. 
Then 

File> export as> 
jpeg

Do this for all the 
layers



Now lets get 
rendering

Go to Gravit

New design> letter 
sized



Place image

Place all the 
exported jpegs



Lock all the layer. 
Toggle off and 
make only the 
thresholded layer 
visible

Choose the pen 
tool and begin 
tracing the overall 
shape ( just like the 
last project)



Trace the 
whole 
shape.

Change 
the color 
of the fill 
to black 
or the 
darkest 
color in 
your 
image



Toggle off the silloutte

Make visible either the 
posterize layer or the 
regular image layer

We will be tracing the 
pops of color or things in 
the image.. Like the 
pedals, so choose 
whichever reference layer 
helps you see that. 



Using the 
pen tool 
begin 
tracing 
the pop of 
color area



Change 
the fill 
color

Under the 
appearanc
e window 
change 
the fill to 
invisible 
and then 
use the 
eyedroppe
r to 
choose 
your color



Adjust the 
shape of the 
pops of color 
with the 
subselect tool 

Click and 
adjust the 
anchor points

Ajust the shape 
so it looks good 
against the 
silhouetted 
shape you 
traced



Keep 
tracing all 
the shapes



Keep 
tracin
g and 
addin
g 
shape
s you 
can 
even 
begin 
to 
layer 
up



Using the 
subselect 
tool again 
adjust the 
shapes

Remember 
you want 
then bold 
and smooth



Once you 
have added 
enough 
shapes and 
pops of 
colors to see 
your graphic 
select all the 
layer and 
make the 
border 
invisible



Choose the 
ellipse tool



Draw a 
circle and 
drag the 
layer to 
the 
bottom

This circle 
will help 
focus the 
image



On google 
find a 
handmade 
paper 
background



Add this 
image 
underneath 
all the 
layers 
giving a 
background


